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i,'),;mechanical engineer at the
company, I became fascinated
with creative thinking so I
did a lot of study on crEative
thinking, innovation and
change," he said. "I ended
up becoming their expert in
those flelds while developing

, a little humor in the work-
,place and ended up building
the first corporate humor
room within the company,

rwhich is a place where people
can go to laugh."

CoIIier chose to take an
early retirement from the

I company and turned to follow
his passion of becoming
a writer, a speaker and a
consultant.' "I started writing books
about organizational
icreativity and I made it a
,series," he said. "I've written
about 13 books in total, but

I the first series had about seven
books all about innovation,

creativity and change.'
After the first series, he

realized he was getting older
and wanted to expand on
getting older and the changes
people go through.

Duringthattime, he lost his
first wife to ovarian cancer
and wrote a book about over-
comingloss.

"No one should have to go
through that," he said. "But
during that time, I was also
doing some speaking in South
Africa, where theywere trying
to learn more about change
and how to apply that to
their lives."

Collier said he.was brought
to South Africa about
fourtimes.

"The people there loved
the speeches," he said. "They
lived in a little neighborhood
or village with homes made
from scrap metal and one
lady told me that it was like
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a paradise to them for them
to live that way."

After the loss of his first
wife, Collier said there was a
rainbow that appeared around
his home the next day.

"That rainbow inspired me,"
he said. "After writing the
book of overcoming loss, a lot
of people told me howithelped
them so I was really pumped
up about writing after that. It
was about that same time that
I met my second wife, Jean, in
a support group."

After they got married, the
pair moved to Florida and
Collier continued to work on
another series called "Live
Your Life to the Fullest."

o'It gave me a new outlook
on life," he said. "Then about
two years ago, I helped
co-found Acknowledging Acts
of Kindness, a group where
we go around and acknowl-
edge those who do things for
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others out of kindness. We
have grown a lot as a club
and I started teaching in the
Enrichment Academy in The
Villages on topics from my
books, including kindness."

Collier said teaching at the
Enrichment Academy is some-
thing he really enjoys.

"Looking back on life, it's
, fulfilling to see that I am able
'to help others in some way or
another," he said. "Those who
attend the classes are really
interested in the topics and
reallywant to learn."

Collier takes his life lessons
and applies them to his books.

"Writing has become a
passion for me, and if it helps
others, then I'm going to
continue to do it," he said.

"Watching people do random
acts of kindness is heart-
warming because it's someone
making a difference and I
admire that."

You mayknow Lindsay
Coltier as president of

AcknowledgingActs
ofKindness or as a

resident ofthe Vill4ge
ofTall Trees, but what

you may not knowis that
he has written l3 books
and is an international

keynote speaken

Creative, honorable and kind
are just a few words that
could be used to describe
Lindsay Collier.

But what you might not
know is that he also is big-
hearted and influential.

Born outside of Boston, in
Arlington, Massachusetts,
Collier wanted to have a career
as a mechanical engineer,
which he used throughout his
time in theArmy.

I just loved mechanics,"
he said. "I liked to learn
more about them and when I
became a captain in the Army,
we got sent to Germany with
the intention of improving
American-German relations."

After a brief tour serving
from 1964 to 1967 in Germany,
Collier returned home to work
as a mechanical engineer for a
company called Kodiak where
he s_tayg9 for 25 years.
"While working as a


